We show that a local channel cannot create quantum discord (QD) for zero QD states of size d ≥ 3 if and only if either it is a completely decohering channel or it is a nontrivial isotropic channel. For the qubit case this propertiy is additionally characteristic to the completely decohering channel or the commutativity-preserving unital channel. In particular, the exact forms of the completely decohering channel and the commutativity-preserving unital qubit channel are proposed. Consequently, our results confirm and improve the conjecture proposed by X. Hu et al. for the case of d ≥ 3 and improve the result proposed by A. Streltsov et al. for the qubit case. Furthermore, it is shown that a local channel nullifies QD in any state if and only if it is a completely decohering channel. Based on our results, some protocols of quantum information processing issues associated with QD, especially for the qubit case, would be experimentally accessible.
I. INTRODUCTION
The characterization of quantum correlated composite quantum systems is an important topic in quantum information theory [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Different approaches for characterizing the quantum correlations were studied in the past two decades . Recently, much interest has been devoted to the study of quantum correlations that may arise without entanglement, such as quantum discord (QD) [4] , measurement-induced nonlocality (MIN) [6] and quantum deficit [24] , etc. These quantum correlations can still be a resource for a number of quantum information applications [6, 7, [25] [26] [27] . So, this makes it important to understand the dynamics of these quantum correlations under local noises (or operations) better.
In the qubit case, Streltsov et al. showed in Ref. [28] that qubit channel that preserves commutativity is either unital, i.e., mapping maximal mixed state to maximal mixed state, or a completely decohering channel, i.e., nullifying QD in any state. In Ref. [29] , for m⊗ 3 system, it is showed that a channel Λ acting on the second subsystem cannot create QD for zero QD states if and only if Λ is either a completely decohering channel or an isotropic channel. And it is conjectured that this result is also valid for any m⊗n system with n ≥ 3. In Refs. [29, 30] , the authors proved that, for any m ⊗ n system with mn < +∞, a channel Λ (acting on the second subsystem) transforms the zero QD states to zero QD states if and only if Λ preserves commutativity. The goal of this paper is to propose an explicit form of commutativity-preserving channel, from which we will i) give a positive answer to the above conjecture raised in Ref. [29] , ii) propose an exact * guoyu3@yahoo.com.cn † jinchuanhou@yahoo.com.cn form of commutativity-preserving unital channel for the qubit system, and iii) present an explicit form of 'completely decohering channel' for any system. Beside fundamental interest, our results may result in useful applications. The concrete form of commutativitypreserving unital qubit channel may lead to a number of experimental tasks based on QD since the qubit state is a direct resource in various quantum information processing. From our results, we know exactly whether a local channel can create or nullify quantum correlation measured by QD. We will show that we have more choices of local channels for qubit case in the issue of preserving zero QD in the state: there exist non-isotropic channels which also cannot create QD for qubit case while only the isotropic channels cannot create QD for higher dimensional case. In addition, for both qubit and the higher dimension cases, we provide several equivalent methods of determining whether a given local channel can create QD.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we review the definitions of quantum channel and QD, and fix some terminology. In Sec. III we discuss the local channels that cannot create QD for zero QD states, and then in Sec. IV, we deal with the the local channels that nullifies QD in any states. A summarization and some related questions are listed at the end.
II. DEFINITIONS AND TERMINOLOGIES
Let H be a complex Hilbert space describing a quantum system, dim H = n < +∞. Let B(H) be the space of all linear operators on H, and S(H) the set consisting of all quantum states acting on H. Recall that, a quantum channel (or channel, briefly) is described by a trace-preserving completely positive linear map Λ : B(H) → B(H) that admits a form of Kraus operator representation, i.e.,
where X i 's are operators acting on H with i X † i X i = I. In particular, a channel Λ acting on an n−dimensonal quantum system is called an isotropic channel if it has the form
where Γ is either a unitary operation or unitarily equivalent to transpose (also see in Ref. [29] ). Parameter t is chosen to make sure that Λ is a trace-preserving completely positive linear map. If t in Eq. (2) is nonzero, we call Λ a nontrivial isotropic channel. It is known by [29] ,
n−1 ≤ t ≤ 1 when Γ is a unitary operation, and
when Γ is unitarily equivalent to transpose. If t = 0, Λ is the completely depolarizing channel, namely, Λ(S(H)) = { 1 n I}. A channel Λ is called a completely decohering channel (or semi-classical channel) if Λ(B(H)) is commutative. In general, the completely depolarizing channel is viewed as a special case of completely decohering one.
Quantum discord, as a quantum correlation of bipartite system, is initially introduced by Ollivier and Zurek [4] and by Henderson and Vedral [5] . We denote by A+B the bipartite system shared by Alice and Bob. Let H A and H B be the complex Hilbert spaces that describing the subsystem of Alice and Bob, respectively. Then H A ⊗H B corresponds to the composite system A+B. Recall that, for a state ρ ∈ S(H A ⊗ H B ), the quantum discord of ρ (up to part B) is defined by
where, the minimum is taken over all local von Neumann measurements Π b , I(ρ) := S(ρ A ) + S(ρ B ) − S(ρ) is interpreted as the quantum mutual information, S(ρ) := −Tr(ρ log ρ) is the von Neumann entropy, I(ρ|Π 
III. LOCAL CHANNELS THAT CANNOT CREATE QD FOR ZERO QD STATES
This section is devoted to discussing the local channels that cannot create QD for zero QD states. We first consider the qudit case with d ≥ 3 and then discuss the qubit case.
The following is the main result of this subsection. Theorem 1. Let H A and H B be complex Hilbert spaces with dim H A = m ≥ 2 and dim H B = n ≥ 3, and let Λ be a channel acting on subsystem B. Then the following statements are equivalent.
(
(2) Λ preserves commutativity for hermitian operators. It is easily checked that the maps of the form (a) in item (3) are channels. The equivalence of (1) and (3) implies that a local channel cannot create QD for zero QD states if and only if either it is a completely decohering channel, or it is an isotropic channel. Therefore, our Theorem 1 particularly solves affirmatively the conjecture proposed in Ref. [29] .
Proof of Theorem 1. (2)⇒(3). Denote by H n the real linear space of all n×n hermitian complex matrices. Let Λ as in Eq. (1). Then Λ is a commutativity-preserving map on H n . Let M n be the algebra of all n by n matrices. By [31, Theorem 3] , if φ is a hermitian-preserving (i.e., φ(A † ) = φ(A) † ) linear map on M n which also preserves commutativity for hermitian matrices, then either φ(M n ) is commutative, or there exist a unitary matrix U , a linear functional f on M n , and a real number t such that φ has one of the following forms:
Note that Λ is a hermitian-preserving linear map. Therefore, either Λ(B(H B )) is commutative, or there exists a unitary operator U ∈ B(H B ) and a real number t such that Λ has one of the following forms:
can be regarded as a Hilbert space with the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product
It turns out that there exists an operator W ∈ B(H B ) such that f (A) = Tr(W A) holds for all A ∈ B(H B ).
Considering the action of Λ on S(H B ) one gets that
From Ref. [29] , t satisfies
n Tr(A)I B and
n Tr(A)I B , which guarantees that Λ is completely positive. That is, Λ is an isotropic channel. If t = 0, it is the nontrivial isotropic channel, i.e., the case of item (b); If t = 0, it is obvious that Λ is a complete depolarizing channel, i.e., a special case of item (a). If Λ(B(H B )) is commutative, then Λ is a completely decohering channel. That is, (a) of item (3) holds.
(1)⇒(2). Let {|i } be an orthonormal basis of H A . Then any state ρ acting on H A ⊗ H B can be represented by
where E ij = |i j| and B ij 's are are operators acting on H B , and
We proved in Ref. [32] 
is a state. Moreover, by the result in Ref. [32] mentioned above, we have
† are mutually commuting normal operators. In particular, Λ(A) is normal.
(2)⇒(1). Since Λ is a hermitian-preserving linear map, (1) implies that Λ preserves normality and commutativity. Therefore, if B ij 's are mutually commuting normal operators, then Λ(B ij )'s also are mutually commuting normal operators. Now, by Ref. [32] , it is obvious that
Furthermore, we have Proposition 1. Let H A and H B be complex Hilbert spaces with dim H A = m ≥ 2 and dim H B = n ≥ 3, and let Λ be a channel acting on subsystem B. Then the following statements are equivalent.
(2) Λ preserves commutativity in both directions for hermitian operators.
(2 ′ ) Λ preserves commutativity in both directions. (2 ′′ ) Λ preserves normality in both directions. (2 ′′′ ) Λ preserves commutativity in both direction for quantum states.
(3) Λ is a nontrivial isotropic channel. (3) cannot occur since the completely decohering channel nullifies QD in any state [30] . So, Λ is a nontrivial isotropic channel.
(2)⇒(3). According to the proof of (2)⇒(3) in Theorem 1, we know that Λ admits the form as in item (3) of Theorem 1. It is immediate that the case of 'Λ(B(H B )) is commutative' cannot occur.
B. The qubit case
We now turn to the discussion of the qubit case, that is, dim H B = 2. We will show that the form of commutativity-preserving unital channel for qubit system is different from the higher dimensional case. Thus, the local channel of qubit system that preserve zero QD states has different forms from that of higher dimensional systems.
Compared with Theorem 1, the main result of this subsection is the following. Theorem 2. Let H A and H B be complex Hilbert spaces with dim H A = m ≥ 2 and dim H B = 2, and let Λ be a channel acting on subsystem B. Then the following statements are equivalent.
( 
for all A = a 11 a 12 a 21 a 22 , where
with |β| + |γ| = 0, β = 0 when λ = 1 and γ = 0 when λ = 0.
Theorem 2 depicts the commutativity-preserving unital qubit channel in detail, which improves the Theorem 1 in [28] proposed by Streltsov et al.
Proof of Theorem 2. We only need to check the implication (2)⇒(3). By Theorem 5 (see in Appendix), and noting that Λ is completely positive and trace-preserving, we can know that Λ is a completely decohering channel if the range of Λ is commutative.
Assume that the range of Λ is not commutative. Take an orthonormal basis {|e 1 , |e 2 } of H B and denote E ij = |e i e j |, i, j = 1, 2. Then Theorem 5 ensures that there exist a unitary operator U on H B and nonnegative real numbers λ 1 , λ 2 , µ 1 , µ 2 with λ 1 + µ 1 = λ 2 + µ 2 such that, with respect to the space decomposition
As Tr(φ(E 11 )) = Tr(φ(E 22 )) = 1, we must have
Then 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 and
Note that Tr(Λ(E 12 )) = 0. So, there are complex numbers x, y, z such that Λ(E 12 ) = U x y z −x U † and Λ(E 21 ) = Λ(E 12 ) † . It is well-known by a theorem of Choi [33] that the map Λ is completely positive if and only if the block matrix [Λ(E ij )] is positive. It follows from Eqs. (6) and (7) that
Then Λ is completely positive if and only if J ≥ 0, and in turn, from Theorem 1.1 in Ref. [34] , if and only if there exists a contractive matrix S = α β γ η such that
It follows that η = −α and
If |β| + |γ| = 0, or β = 0 when λ = 1, or γ = 0 when λ = 0, then the channel reduces to a completely decohering one. Now it is clear that Λ has the form of Eq. (5). This completes the proof. It is worth highlighting that (i) a channel with the form as in Eq. (5) does not preserves commutativity in both directions necessarily, which is different from the higher dimensional case; (ii) the isotropic qubit channel is only a special case of (b) in item (3) 1−λ and α = β = 0. So there are many commutativity-preserving unital channels for qubit system that are neither isotropic nor completely decohering. This is quite different from the case of n ≥ 3 as stated in Theorem 1.
Going further, we have Proposition 2. Let H A and H B be complex Hilbert spaces with dim H A = m and dim H B = 2, and let Λ be a channel acting on subsystem B. Then the following statements are equivalent.
(2 ′ ) Λ preserves commutativity in both directions. (2 ′′ ) Λ preserves normality in both directions. (2 ′′′ ) Λ preserves commutativity in both directions for quantum states.
(3) Λ has the form as Eq. (5) with X satisfying λ = Proof. We only need to check that (2)⇔(3).
(2)⇒(3). As Λ preserves commutativity in both directions, Λ has the form as Eq. (5) and is injective. The injectivity reveals that X satisfies the conditions as in term (3) Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 imply that a local channel neither creates nor vanishes the quantum correlation measured by quantum discord if and only if it preserves commutativity in both directions, and in turn, if and only if it is one-to-one and it outputs commutative states whenever the input states are commutative.
At the end of this section, we give a geometric picture of commutative qubit states and commutativitypreserving qubit channels. It is well-known that the Bloch ball, whose boundary is the Bloch sphere, corresponds to the space of all two-level density matrices. The surface represents all pure states while the interior of the Bloch sphere, the open Bloch ball, represents the mixed states. In particular, the center of the sphere corresponds to the maximally mixed state. Indeed an arbitrary density matrix can be parameterized as
. It is customary to regard this an expansion in terms of the Pauli matrices σ = (σ x , σ y , σ z ), so that
The vector r is known as the Bloch vector. Let fig. 1 and fig. 2) .
Observation 2. A qubit channel preserves commutativity in both directions if and only if it is a one-to-one transformation and it maps line that collinear with the center of the ball to line that collinear with the center of the ball (see fig. 3 ). A completely decohering qubit channel maps the Bloch ball to a line that collinear with the center of the ball (see fig. 4 and fig. 5 ).
Let ρ be a qubit state with r ρ = (x, y, z). Then a unitary evolution of ρ, i.e., U ρU † for some unitary matrix, corresponds to a rotation of the Bloch vector r ρ around the center of the ball. Write ρ ′ = U ρU † with r ρ ′ = (x,ỹ,z), thenx 2 +ỹ 2 +z 2 = x 2 +y 2 +z 2 . Conversely, if ρ 1 and ρ 2 are two qubit state with r ρ1 = (x 1 , y 1 , z 1 ), r ρ2 = (x 2 , y 2 , z 2 ) and x
† for some unitary matrix U . For simplicity, for a given state ρ, we denote by Π U r ρ the rotation of the Bloch vector r ρ , which is corresponding to the unitary evolution of the state ρ, U ρU † .
Observation 3. Let Λ be a qubit channel as in Eq. (5), and let α = a + ib, β = c + id and γ = e + if , where a, b, c, d, e and f are real numbers, i is the imaginary unit. Then
IV. LOCAL CHANNELS THAT NULLIFY QD
In the following let us turn to the question when a local channel nullifies QD in any states.
Let Λ be a channel acting on subsystem B. It is obvious that if Λ(B(H B )) is commutative, then D B ((I A ⊗ Λ)ρ) = 0 for any state ρ ∈ S(H A ⊗H B ), namely, Λ nullifies QD in any states. Conversely, if Λ nullifies QD in any states, one can check that Λ(B(H B )) is commutative. In fact, writing ρ = i,j E ij ⊗ B ij as in Eq. (4), D B ((I A ⊗ Λ)ρ) = 0 yields that Λ(B ij )'s are mutually commuting normal operators. For any A ∈ B(H B ), there exist positive operators P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 such that A = P 1 − P 2 + i(P 3 − P 4 ). Then for any B ∈ B(H B ), Finally, let us discuss the form of completely decohering channel.
Theorem 4. Let Λ be a channel acting on the system associated with a n−dimensional complex Hilbert space H, n ≥ 2. Then Λ is a completely decohering channel if and only if there exist an n−outcome POVM for system B, i.e., {W i } 
Proof. The 'if part' is clear. We show the 'only if' part. By definition, Λ is completely decohering implies that Λ(B(H)) is commutative. Then Λ(A) is normal for
. Hence all elements in Λ(B(H)) are normal and mutually commutative. It follows that there exist positive linear functionals f i of B(H), i = 1, 2, . . . , n and an orthonormal basis {|e i } of H such that
Therefore there exist positive operators W i ∈ B(H), i = 1, 2, . . . , n, so that f i (A) = Tr(W i A) holds for any A ∈ B(H). Since Λ is a trace-preserving map we have Tr(A) = i Tr(W i A) = Tr(( i W i )A) holds for any A ∈ B(H), which leads to i W i = I B . That is Λ has the form as desired.
V. CONCLUSIONS
By the feature of commutativity-preserving linear map, we got a clear picture of local channels that cannot create the quantum discord. We obtained an exact form of local channel that cannot create QD for zero QD states. Consequently, the conjecture in Ref. [29] was confirmed and the Theorem 1 in Ref. [28] was improved. We also found that, remarkably, the qubit case is quite different from the higher dimensional case since there exist qubit local channels that are not isotropic channels while they preserves zero QD states in both directions as well. In addition, the geometric picture of the commutative qubit states in the Bloch ball was depicted. We hope that our results would be useful in realizing quantum communication and quantum computation experimentally.
Our results lead to interesting questions for fur- In order to prove Theorem 2, the theorem below is necessary. 
where E ij denotes the 2 by 2 matrix with (i, j)−entry 1 and others 0. Proof. Suppose that φ(I) = 0. Or else, replace φ by ψ with ψ(A) = φ(A) + Tr(A)I.
There are two different cases: (1) φ(I) is not a scalar matrix, and (2) φ(I) = λI for some λ = 0.
If φ(I) is not a scalar matrix, there are two different subcases:
Case 1 rankφ(I) = 2. In this case, since [φ(X), φ(I)] = 0 holds for all X ∈ M 2 , there exist two hermitian matrices W 1 and W 2 , and an orthonormal basis, {|e 1 , e 2 } of C 2 , such that φ(A) = Tr(W 1 A)|e 1 e 1 | + Tr(W 2 A)|e 2 e 2 |.
Consequently, φ(M 2 ) is commutative. Case 2 rankφ(I) = 1. We may assume that φ(I) = γ|ξ ξ| for some unit vector |ξ and real number γ = 0. Let |ζ be a unit vector that is orthogonal to |ξ . Then φ(M 2 ) ⊆ {x|ξ ξ| + y|ζ ζ| : x, y ∈ C}.
Since φ maps a hermitian matrix into a hermitian one and any matrix is a linear combination of hermitian matrices, we can thus conclude that φ still has the form as in Eq. (12) .
Conversely, if φ has the form as in Eq. (12), then it is clear that φ preserves commutativity.
We now suppose that φ(I) = λI for some λ = 0. Since [E 11 , E 22 ] = 0, we have [φ(E 11 ), φ(E 22 )] = 0. Thus there exists a 2 by 2 unitary matrix U such that Eqs. (10) and (11) hold. Moreover, λ 1 + µ 1 = λ = λ 2 + µ 2 .
On the other hand, assume that φ satisfies Eqs. (10) and (11) with λ 1 + µ 1 = λ 2 + µ 2 .
Take real numbers x, z, α, γ and complex numbers y, β so that φ(E 12 + E 21 ) = U x ȳ y z U † and φ(iE 12 − iE 21 ) = U α β β γ U † . Then
